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Abstract

Many real-world decision making problems require
multiple criteria which can be from different nature.
This implies to define a heterogeneous context with
different types of information that experts will use
to provide their assessments. But sometimes, ex-
perts do not have enough knowledge or informa-
tion to assess the criteria and they hesitate to ex-
press their assessments. Therefore, in this contribu-
tion a fuzzy TOPSIS multicriteria decision making
approach that deals with heterogeneous informa-
tion and comparative linguistic expressions based
on hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets to facilitate
the elicitation of information in hesitate situations
is proposed. This approach is developed in FLINT-
STONES.

Keywords: FLINTSTONES, Hesitant fuzzy lin-
guistic term set, Heterogeneous information, Mul-
tiple criteria decision making

1. Introduction

Decision making is an universal process in the hu-
man beings’ life that can be defined as the final
outcome of some reasoning processes which lead
to the selection of the best alternative(s). There
are many real-world decision making problems in
which the alternatives are assessed according to
multiple criteria called, Multicriteria Decision Mak-
ing (MCDM), problems. Usually, these criteria can
be from different nature (quantitative or qualita-
tive). This implies not only the necessity of model-
ing heterogeneous information, but also makes that
experts involved in the decision problem hesitate
about his/her assessments because of the lack of
knowledge or lack of information. Different propos-
als have been introduced in the literature to deal
with heterogeneous information [1, 2, 3]. Never-
theless, to cope with the uncertainty provoked by
hesitation, it is necessary a more flexible approach.
Recently, Rodríguez et al. [4, 5] have introduced the
use of context-free grammars to generate compara-
tive linguistic expressions based on Hesitant Fuzzy
Linguistic Term Sets (HFLTS), with the aim of facil-
itating the elicitation of linguistic information when
experts hesitate among several linguistic terms to
provide their assessments. These expressions are

similar to the expressions used by human beings in
decision situations.

In the literature can be found different MCDM
models [6, 7, 8, 9], but they are not able to manage
linguistic expressions more flexible than single lin-
guistic terms or they provide expressions far from
the natural language used by human beings.

Therefore, the goal of this contribution is to pro-
pose a selection process based on a fuzzy TOPSIS
MCDM model that deals with problems defined in a
heterogeneous context in which comparative linguis-
tic expressions based on HFLTS, linguistic terms,
numerical and interval values, might be used to as-
sess the criteria. Besides, this selection process is
integrated in FLINTSTONES1 (Fuzzy LINguisTic
DeciSion TOols eNhacemEnt Suite) [10] to support
both the elicitation of information and the solving
process.

This contribution is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 revises in short the elicitation of comparative
linguistic expressions based on HFLTS. Section 3
presents a hesitant linguistic fuzzy TOPSIS method
dealing with comparative linguistic expressions, lin-
guistic terms, numerical and interval values. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the FLINTSTONES architecture
and the implementation of the proposed method in
it. Section 5 shows an illustrative example solved
by means of the proposed method, and finally some
conclusions are pointed out in Section 6.

2. Managing Hesitant Information in

Decision Making

In a MCDM problem experts must assess multiple
criteria to obtain the valuation of different alterna-
tives. Under ideal conditions, experts carry out this
process by analyzing all available information, as-
sessing each criterion with the value that they con-
sider most appropriate based on their knowledge of
the problem. However, in many real-world problems
we find that experts do not have the information,
time or knowledge needed to accurately assess the
different criteria, causing experts hesitate to provide
their assessments. In [11], Torra introduced the con-
cept of Hesitant Fuzzy Sets (HFS) motivated for the
difficulty that often appears when the membership
degree of an element must be established and, it
is not because of an error margin (as in Atanassov

1http://sinbad2.ujaen.es/flintstones
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intuitionistic fuzzy sets) or some possibility distri-
bution (as in type 2 fuzzy sets), but because there
are some possible values.

Definition 1 [11]: Let X be a reference set, a HFS
on X is a function h that returns a subset of values
in [0,1]:

h : X → ℘([0, 1]) (1)

In [4], Rodríguez et al. presented the concept of
HFLTS to deal with this type of uncertainty in qual-
itative contexts, allowing experts assess a linguistic
variable using several linguistic terms.

Definition 2 [4]: Let S = {s0, . . ., sg} be a linguis-
tic term set, a HFLTS HS, is defined as an ordered
finite subset of consecutive linguistic terms of S:

HS = {si, si+1, . . .sj} such that sk∈S, k∈{i, . . ., j}
(2)

where g is the granularity of S.

Although the concept of HFLTS can be used to
capture the uncertainty of the experts to express
their assessments when they hesitate, it is not close
to the way in which human beings express their as-
sessments on real-world problems. Thus, Rodríguez
et al. proposed the use of context-free grammars to
generate comparative linguistic expressions close to
human beings’ expressions in decision situations [4].
A context-free grammar GH , was defined in [4] and
extended in [5].

Definition 3 [5]: Let GH be a context-free gram-
mar and S = {s0, . . ., sg} be a linguistic term set.
The elements of GH = (VN , VT , I, P ) are defined as
follows:

VN = {〈primary term〉, 〈composite term〉,
〈unary relation〉, 〈binary relation〉,
〈conjunction〉}

VT = {lower than, greater than, at least, at most,

between, and, s0, s1, . . . , sg}

I ∈ VN

P = {

I ::=

〈primary term〉|〈composite term〉

〈composite term〉 ::=

〈unary relation〉〈primary term〉|

〈binary relation〉〈primary term〉〈conjunction〉

〈primary term〉

〈primary term〉 ::=

s0|s1| . . . |sg

〈unary relation〉 ::=

lower than|greater than|at least|at most

〈binary relation〉 ::=

between

〈conjunction〉 ::=

and

}

A transformation function EGH
, is also defined [5]

to transform the linguistic expressions into HFLTS
and then operate on them.

Definition 4 [4]: Let EGH
be a function that

transforms linguistic expressions ll, obtained from
a context-free grammar GH into HFLTS HS, where
S is the linguistic term set used by GH , and Sll is
the set of linguistic expressions generated by GH .

EGH
: Sll → HS (3)

EGH
performance depends on the comparative

linguistic expressions generated by the context-free
grammar GH . The transformations for comparative
linguistic expressions generated by GH introduced
in Def. 3 are as follows:

• EGH
(si) = {si|si ∈ S}

• EGH
(at most si) = {sj |sj ∈ S and sj ≤ si}

• EGH
(lower than si) = {sj |sj ∈ S and sj < si}

• EGH
(at least si) = {sj |sj ∈ S and sj ≥ si}

• EGH
(greater than si) = {sj |sj ∈ S and sj >

si}
• EGH

(between si and sj) = {sk|sk ∈ S and si ≤
sk ≤ sj}

In order to facilitate the computations with
HFLTS, the concept of fuzzy envelope for HFLTS
was proposed in [12].

Definition 5 [12]: Let HS = {si, si+1, . . ., sj} be a
HFLTS, so that sk∈S = {s0, . . ., sg}, k∈{i, . . ., j}.

envF (HS) = T (a, b, c, d), (4)

where T (a, b, c, d) is a trapezoidal or triangular fuzzy
membership function [13].

The fuzzy envelope will depend on the compara-
tive linguistic expressions generated by the context-
free grammar. Figure 1 shows the fuzzy envelope
for the expression “between si and sj”.

Figure 1: Fuzzy envelope for the expression between
si and sj

3. A Selection Process based on Fuzzy

TOPSIS with Hesitant Linguistic

Information

This section presents a selection process based on a
fuzzy TOPSIS MCDM method able to deal with a
heterogeneous context in which numerical values,
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linguistic terms, interval values and comparative
linguistic expressions are used to assess the criteria
and provide opinions about the criteria importance.

The selection process consists of a six-step pro-
cess. These steps are explained in detail below.

3.1. Framework definition

This phase defines the framework which includes the
following elements:

• A set of experts E = {e1, . . ., em}.
• A set of main criteria C = {c1, . . ., cp} and, for

each main criterion, a set of sub-criteria ci =
{ci1, . . ., ciq} ci∈C.

• A set of alternatives X = {x1, . . ., xn}.
• The set of expression domains F , in which the

assessments and opinions about the importance
of criteria and sub-criteria will be expressed.
In our proposal can be used different expres-
sion domains to manage information of dif-
ferent nature, such as comparative linguistic
expressions, linguistic terms, numerical values
and interval values.

• Allocation of expression domains for experts,
criteria and alternatives, according to the un-
certainty, nature of criteria and background of
each expert.

3.2. Information gathering process

Once the framework has been set up, experts
ek∈E, provide their assessments over the alter-
natives xl∈X, and sub-criteria cij∈C. The as-
sessments are represented by assessment vectors:
(rkl

ij , . . ., rkl
pq) with i∈{1, . . ., p} and j∈{1, . . ., q} (see

Table 1).

Table 1: Assessments over alternatives xl and sub-
criteria cij

e1 {r1l
ij , . . . , r1l

pq}

e2 {r2l
ij , . . . , r2l

pq}

. . . . . .

em {rml
ij , . . . , rml

pq }

Experts will also provide their opinions about the
importance of the main criteria C, and sub-criteria
ci. They will be represented by assessment vectors,
(wk

1 , . . ., wk
p) and (wk

i1, . . ., wk
iq) respectively (see Ta-

ble 2).

Table 2: Importance over main criteria wk
j and sub-

criteria wk
ij

e1 {w1
1, . . . , w1

p} {w1
i1, . . . , w1

iq}

e2 {w2
1, . . . , w2

p} {w2
i1, . . . , w2

iq}

. . . . . . . . .

em {wm
1 , . . . , wm

p } {wm
i1 , . . . , wm

iq }

3.3. Unification process

The heterogeneous information provided by experts
is unified into a fuzzy expression domain to facili-
tate the treatment of the uncertainty involved in the
problem and the computing processes. Such a uni-
fication process is accomplished by different ways
according to the different type of information:

1. Comparative linguistic expressions are trans-
formed into HFLTS HS , by EGH

(·) and then
into its fuzzy representation by envF (·).

envF (EGH
(rkl

ij )) = T (a, b, c, d)

2. Linguistic terms si∈S = {s0, . . ., sg}, are rep-
resented by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. There-
fore, a linguistic term si is represented by a
trapezoidal fuzzy number Ã = (a, b, c, d).

3. Numerical values ϑ, are first normalized in the
interval [0, 1] and then transformed into trape-
zoidal fuzzy numbers by using a transforma-
tion function RN . We assume that a numerical
value has a representation based on the mem-
bership function of fuzzy sets as follows [14]:

µϑ(x) =

{
1 if x = ϑ

0 if x 6= ϑ
(5)

where x ∈ [0, 1].
By using Equation (5) is defined the transfor-
mation function for numerical values RN [15].

Definition 6 Let RN be a function that trans-
forms a numerical value into a trapezoidal fuzzy
number:

RN : [0, 1] → Ã (6)

RN (ϑ) = Ã = (ϑ, ϑ, ϑ, ϑ)

where ϑ ∈ [0, 1].

4. Interval values i = [i, i], are first normalized
in the interval [0, 1] and then transformed into
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers by using a trans-
formation function RI . We assume that an
interval value has a representation based on
the membership function of fuzzy sets as fol-
lows [14]:

µi(x) =





0 if x < i

1 if i ≤ x ≤ i

0 if i < x

(7)

where x ∈ [0, 1].

By using Equation (7) is defined the transfor-
mation function for interval values RI :

Definition 7 Let RI be a function that trans-
forms an interval value into a trapezoidal fuzzy
number:

RI : [i, i] → Ã (8)

RI([i, i]) = Ã = (i, i, i, i)

where i, i ∈ [0, 1] and i ≤ i.
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For the sake of clarity, the assessments about the
criteria and criteria importance rkl

ij , wk
i and wk

ij ,
transformed into fuzzy membership functions, are
represented by r̃kl

ij , w̃k
i and w̃k

ij .

3.4. Computing criteria weights

In this phase, the unified experts’ opinions about
the importance of criteria w̃k

i , and sub-criteria w̃k
ij ,

are used to compute the criteria and sub-criteria
weights respectively. It requires to carry out three
steps:

1. Compute fuzzy global weights: the unified
weights are aggregated by using the Equa-
tion (9) obtaining a global fuzzy weight for
each main criterion and sub-criterion w̃i, w̃ij ,

respectively.

µ
w̃ij

(z) = supz=max(x1,x2,...,xm)min
(

µ
w̃1

ij

(x1),

µ
w̃2

ij

(x2), . . ., µ
w̃m

ij

(xm)
)

, xt∈X, t∈{1, . . ., m} (9)

where i = {1, . . ., p}, j = {1, . . ., q}, and X is
the universe of discourse.

2. Compute global weights: the Center of Grav-
ity Method (COG) [16] is used to compute the
global weights wi, wij :

COG =

∫
µ

w̃ij
(x) ∗ xdx

∫
µ

w̃ij
(x)

, x∈X (10)

The result is a weighting vector for the main
criteria W = (w1, . . ., wp), and another one
for each set of sub-criteria Wi = (wi1, . . ., wiq),
with i∈{1, . . ., p}.

3. Normalize weights: finally, the weighting vec-
tors are normalized:

p∑

i=1

wi = 1

q∑

j=1

wij = 1 (11)

3.5. Aggregation process

Afterwards, the experts’ assessments are aggregated
by using the normalized weighting vectors to obtain
collective assessments for each main criterion, ci,
and alternative, xl. The aggregation process con-
sists of two steps:

1. Criteria aggregation: experts’ assessments r̃kl
ij ,

over the sub-criteria cij , of each main criterion
ci, are aggregated by using the fuzzy weighted
average operator (see Eq. (12)) to obtain a
collective value r̃kl

i .

r̃kl
i =

q∑

j=1

wij ∗ r̃kl
ij (12)

2. Experts aggregation: the collective values r̃kl
i ,

are aggregated by using a fuzzy aggregation op-
erator f(·), to obtain a collective value r̃l

i, for
each main criterion ci, and alternative xl.

r̃l
i = f(r̃kl

i ) (13)

3.6. Applying fuzzy TOPSIS

Finally, the fuzzy TOPSIS MCDM method is ap-
plied to obtain the ranking of alternatives from
which it may perform the selection process. The
method is divided into six steps [9, 17, 18]:

1. Building the normalized decision matrix R̃ =
(r̃l

i)nxp by using the collective values r̃l
i.

2. Computing the weighting normalized fuzzy de-
cision matrix Ṽ = (ṽl

i)nxp, where ṽl
i = r̃l

i ∗ wi.

3. Defining the fuzzy positive ideal solution Ã+ =
(ṽ+

1 , . . ., ṽ+
p ) and fuzzy negative ideal solution

Ã− = (ṽ−

1 , . . ., ṽ−

p ), where ṽ+
i = (1, 1, 1, 1) and

ṽ−

i = (0, 0, 0, 0).

4. Calculating the alternatives distances from Ã+

and Ã− ideal solutions,

dl+ =

p∑

i=1

d(ṽl
i, ṽ+

i ) dl− =

p∑

i=1

d(ṽl
i, ṽ−

i )

(14)
where l = {1, . . ., n} and d(·, ·) is the distance
between two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.

5. Computing the alternatives Closeness Coeffi-
cients (CC),

CCl =
dl−

dl+ + dl−
(15)

6. Ranking the alternatives using CC l.

4. Integrating the Proposed Hesitant

Linguistic Fuzzy TOPSIS MCDM

Method into FLINTSTONES

This section shows how it has been carried out
the implementation of the hesitant linguistic fuzzy
TOPSIS MCDM selection process described in Sec-
tion 3 in FLINTSTONES. To do so, we briefly
present FLINTSTONES architecture, its resolu-
tion scheme and how the hesitant linguistic fuzzy
TOPSIS MCDM method has been implemented in
FLINTSTONES.

4.1. FLINTSTONES Architecture

FLINTSTONES is a novel decision tools suite for
solving decision making problems under uncertainty
by using fuzzy and linguistic models [10, 19]. It has
been developed as an Eclipse Rich Client Platform
(Eclipse RCP)2 application, a platform to build and
deploy rich client applications. Eclipse RCP al-
lows to develop rich desktop applications based on
a component-based architecture that simplifies cru-
cial aspects of development such as reusing, main-
taining, extending and modifying.

An Eclipse RCP application consists of several
Eclipse components, also called plug-ins, bundles or
OSGi components. FLINTSTONES includes more
than 100 components, which can be grouped into

2http://www.eclipse.org/home/categories/rcp.php
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nine basic component types: i) core, ii) Graphi-
cal User Interface (GUI), iii) resolution phases, iv)
resolution schemes, v) domains, vi) valuations, vii)
method phases, viii) methods and ix) operators.

Figure 2 illustrates the architectonic diagram of
FLINTSTONES, which shows only some of the
components implemented in it.

Figure 2: FLINTSTONES architecture

In order to avoid tight coupling between com-
ponents, Eclipse provides the concept of extension
point. When it is desirable that the functionality
of a specific component can be extended or cus-
tomized, this component will declare an extension
point, which defines a set of requirements that ex-
tensions must fill out. Components that want to
extend or customize the functionality provided by
the component must implement such requirements.

FLINTSTONES providing at its core, extension
points to define: i) resolution phases, ii) resolution
schemes, iii) domains, iv) valuations, v) method
phases vi) methods and vii) aggregation opera-
tors. To facilitate the reuse of the functionality im-
plemented using extension points, FLINTSTONES
provides for each extension point a GUI extension
point. Thus, it is possible to use a functionality
without exposing its GUI. The general scheme of
an extension point can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Extension point scheme

4.2. FLINTSTONES Resolution Scheme for

Decision Making

FLINTSTONES allows solving many different prob-
lems of decision by the extension point for resolu-
tion schemes, resolution.scheme. Currently there
is only one resolution scheme available, the resolu-
tion scheme for decision making problems, resolu-
tion.scheme.dm. This scheme adapts the common
decision resolution scheme proposed in [20] (see Fig-
ure 4), being composed of three resolution phases:

Figure 4: Decision resolution scheme

1. Framework, resolution.phase.framework. In
this resolution phase, the set of alternatives, set
of criteria which characterize the alternatives,
group of experts that will evaluate the alter-
natives, and expression domains used to assess
the alternatives and provide opinions about the
criteria importance are defined. Furthermore,
it is performed the allocation of expressions do-
mains for experts, criteria and alternatives.

2. Gathering, resolution.phase.gathering. In this
second resolution phase, experts provide their
assessments for each criterion of each alterna-
tive in the expression domains defined in the
framework, as well as their opinions about main
criteria and sub-criteria importance.

3. Rating, resolution.phase.rating. In this last res-
olution phase, it is selected the method used to
solve the problem, which will be performed step
by step.

4.3. Implementing the Hesitant Linguistic

Fuzzy TOPSIS MCDM Method in

FLINTSTONES

Methods, such as FLINTSTONES resolution
schemes, are defined using extension points, method
extension point. Methods are composed of sequen-
tial method phases, method.phase, such as unifica-
tion, aggregation or translation among many others.

We have integrated the selection process based on
fuzzy TOPSIS with hesitant linguistic information
in FLINTSTONES by developing a new FLINT-
STONES method, which we have called TOPSIS
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HFLTS, method.topsis.hflts. This method performs
the last four steps of the selection process as it was
defined in Section 3: unification process, computing
criteria weights, aggregation process and applying
fuzzy TOPSIS.

The TOPSIS HFLTS method is per-
formed by a single FLINTSTONES method
phase, TOPSIS HFLTS Selection Process,
method.phase.topsis.hflts.selection.process. This
method phase uses at the same time other method
phases already available in FLINTSTONES specif-
ically, unification phase and aggregation phase.
In addition, the method phase incorporates the
functionality needed to accomplish the computing
of the criteria weights and apply the fuzzy TOPSIS
method for the selection process.

TOPSIS HFLTS Selection Process method phase
automatically performs all the computations re-
quired to obtain the ranking of alternatives, showing
two tabs with all the information calculated during
the process:

• Log. All values calculated in text format.
• TOPSIS. It shows tables for the decision ma-

trix, weighted decision matrix, positive ideal
distance, negative ideal distance and closeness
coefficients.

Therefore, the integration of the proposed selec-
tion process in FLINTSTONES, is performed using
the following components:

• Resolution scheme: resolution.scheme.dm. It
is composed of the resolution phases:

– resolution.phase.framework.
– resolution.phase.gathering.
– resolution.phase.rating.

• Method: method.topsis.hflts. It is composed of
the method phases:

– method.phase.topsis.hflts.selection.process.
It uses the method phases:

∗ method.phase.unification.
∗ method.phase.aggregation.

Many more components are required to use the
TOPSIS-HFLTS method as valuations, domains,
aggregation operators or GUI components, but we
stuck to the most significant components.

The method developed is fully functional and a
version of FLINTSTONES which integrates it can
be downloaded from the website of the suite. How-
ever, we should note two considerations to keep in
mind when the method is used:

• FLINTSTONES Framework resolution phase
not allow us to define the expression domain in
which experts express their opinions about the
importance of the criteria. To overcome this
limitation, an alternative with the name Im-
portance, has been defined. TOPSIS HFLTS
method assumes that all the assessments for

the alternative Importance correspond to opin-
ions about the criteria importance.

• The method has been developed in a way that
the last four steps are carried out automati-
cally. Therefore, the aggregation operator used
to aggregate the assessments of experts has
been established directly in its implementation.
However, it is easy to modify its code to employ
a different fuzzy aggregation operator.

5. Illustrative Example

This section presents a MCDM problem which is
solved applying the proposed hesitant linguistic
fuzzy TOPSIS method. To do so, we use FLINT-
STONES. The case study of this illustrative exam-
ple can be found in FLINTSTONES website.

Let us suppose the following case. A farming
company has acquired a new land on which is going
to start an agricultural plantation and it hesitates
among growing: rice, soybeans or wheat. In or-
der to make the decision, three experts of the com-
pany provide their assessments about the alterna-
tives considering the following criteria:

• Viability of plantation.

– Terrain: The land is suitable for planting.
– Climate: The climate is suitable for plant-

ing.

• Economic viability.

– Subsides: Existence of subsides.
– Product demand: The product is de-

manded by consumers.

• Expected benefits.

– Sell price: Expected price per Kg. in the
market in euros.

– Expected production: Expected amount
of product obtained in tons.

– Percentage of benefit: Expected percent-
age of profit on every euro earned.

The assessments of the criteria is performed as
follows:

• Criteria Terrain, Climate and Product demand
are evaluated using comparative linguistic ex-
pressions in a linguistic domain with seven lin-
guistic terms.

• Subsides criterion is evaluated using numerical
values in a integer numerical domain with val-
ues between zero and one.

• Sell price criterion is evaluated using numerical
values in a real numerical domain with values
between zero and five.

• Expected production criterion is evaluated us-
ing interval values in a real numerical domain
with values between zero and one thousand.

• Percentage of benefit criterion is evaluated us-
ing interval values in a real numerical domain
with values between zero and one hundred.
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To express their opinions about the importance of
the main criteria and sub-criteria, experts use com-
parative linguistic expressions in a linguistic domain
with seven linguistic terms.

A. Framework definition

In first place, the elements involved in the example
are defined in FLINTSTONES Framework resolu-
tion phase:

• Alternatives: A={Rice, Soybeans, Wheat}.
The special alternative, Importance, is also de-
fined to overcome the FLINTSTONES limita-
tion mentioned in Section 4.3.

• Experts: E={Expert 1, Expert 2, Expert 3}.
• Criteria: C={01.Viability of plantation,

02.Economic viability, 03.Expected benefits},
01.Viability of plantation={01.Terrain,
02.Climate}, 02.Economic viability=
{01.Subsides, 02.Product demand} and 03.Ex-
pected benefit={01.Sell price, 02.Expected
production, 03.Percentage of benefit}.

• Expression domains F:
– Agreement={absolutely low agreement,

very low agreement, low agreement,
medium agreement, high agreement,
very high agreement, absolutely high
agreement}.

– Existence=[0.0, 1.0].
– Sell price=[0, 5].
– Amount=[0.0, 1000.0].
– Percentage=[0.0, 100.0].
– Importance={absolutely low importance,

very low importance, low importance,
medium importance, high importance,
very high importance, absolutely high
importance}.

In Figure 5 is shown the defined framework.

Figure 5: Framework definition

B. Information gathering process

Once the framework has been defined, it is carried
out the information gathering process, where each
expert assesses the sub-criteria for each alternative

and provides their opinions about the importance
of criteria and sub-criteria. Figure 6 illustrates how
this process is carried out in the suite.

Figure 6: Information gathering process

C. Selection process

Finally, it is applied TOPSIS HFLTS method to
perform the selection process. To do this, it is se-
lected in FLINTSTONES the method to use, in
this case the TOPSIS HFLTS method, which has
only one method phase to perform according to the
implementation described in Section 4.3, Selection
process method phase. This method phase performs
the last four steps of the selection process proposed
in Section 3, providing all intermediate values calcu-
lated in text format, and the fuzzy TOPSIS results
using different tables (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: TOPSIS HFLTS Selection Process

In view of the results, the ranking of the alter-
natives according to CC is: Soybeans > Wheat >

Rice.

6. Conclusions

In many real-world decision making problems, it is
necessary to employ criteria of different nature to
collect the necessary information in the most appro-
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priate way according to the specific problem and ex-
perts’ knowledge about it. Moreover, in many cases,
either because not all the necessary information is
available, or because experts are not sure about the
most appropriate valuation, they hesitate to express
their assessments. The Hesitant Fuzzy Linguistic
Term Sets (HFLTS) make possible to deal with this
kind of uncertainty in a suitable manner. In this
contribution we have proposed a selection process
based on a fuzzy TOPSIS multiple criteria decision
making method able to deal with a heterogeneous
context in which is possible to use HFLTS. In addi-
tion, we have performed the integration of this selec-
tion process in FLINTSTONES by implementing a
new resolution method, having been described this
process and illustrated its functionality through an
example. Our future work will be aimed at the ap-
plication of the selection process proposed to solve
real-world decision making problems.
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